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Activity-Based Hydrazine Probes for Protein Profiling of Electrophilic Functionality in Therapeutic Targets
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ABSTRACT: Most known probes for activity-based protein profiling (ABPP) use electrophilic groups that tag a single type of nucleophilic amino acid to identify cases in which its hyper-reactivity underpins function. Much important biochemistry derives from electrophilic enzyme cofactors, transient intermediates, and labile regulatory modifications, but ABPP probes for such species are underdeveloped. Here, we describe a versatile class of probes for this less charted hemisphere of the proteome. The use of an electron-rich hydrazine as the common chemical modifier enables covalent targeting of multiple, pharmacologically important classes of enzymes bearing diverse organic and inorganic cofactors. Probe attachment occurs by both polar and radicaloid mechanisms, can be blocked by molecules that occupy the active sites, and depends on the proper poise of the active site for turnover. These traits will enable the probes to be used to identify specific inhibitors of individual members of these multiple enzyme classes, making them uniquely versatile among known ABPP probes.

INTRODUCTION

Activity-based protein profiling (ABPP) was founded on the use of small, amino-acid-selective, electrophilic chemical probes to tag catalytically important residues in enzymes without steric bias from the diverse architectures of individual active sites.1−3 The binding agnosticism of the probes allows covalent capture of entire families of enzymes, at once, while the chemical selectivity for a specific functional group (e.g., hydroxyl or thiol in serine4,5 or cysteine hydrolases6) keeps the complexity of selectivity for a specific class of enzymes within reason. Here, we describe a versatile class of probes for this less charted hemisphere of the proteome. The use of an electron-rich hydrazine as the common chemical modifier enables covalent targeting of multiple, pharmacologically important classes of enzymes bearing diverse organic and inorganic cofactors. Probe attachment occurs by both polar and radicaloid mechanisms, can be blocked by molecules that occupy the active sites, and depends on the proper poise of the active site for turnover. These traits will enable the probes to be used to identify specific inhibitors of individual members of these multiple enzyme classes, making them uniquely versatile among known ABPP probes.
hydrazine probes (e.g., enzymes with iron or noncovalent flavin cofactors). In this work, we have further investigated an additional two members from the initial set of hits and six members newly identified by use of a probe modified to more closely resemble a brain-penetrant hydrazine-based drug (phenelzine). As a group, the tagged proteins possess a diverse set of cofactors, initially raising concerns that they might be, in essence, false positives. To understand how the structurally and functionally disparate enzymes could all be captured—apparently specifically—by the same set of probes, we overexpressed them and determined the nature and sites of probe attachment. The results reveal two distinct, broad classes (Figure 1a) of reactivity: oxidative and polar—and distinct subclasses within the oxidative class. The chemical events

Figure 1. Substituted hydrazines broadly capture enzymes across multiple functional classes in human cells. (A) Schematic for two distinct modes of probe reactivity: direct polar coupling (DPC) and oxidative fragmentation/coupling (OFC). Green depicts the reactive probe moiety. (B) Schematic for MS1-based quantitative proteomics experiments (enrichment and competition) using stable isotopic labeling by amino acids in cell culture (SILAC). Isotopically heavy and light cells, proteomes, and peptides are depicted in blue and red, respectively. (C) Quadrant plot of average competition versus enrichment protein ratios for probe 2 from quantitative proteomic analysis of two human cell lines. (D) High-reactivity targets (enrichment ratio ≥5 and competition ratio ≥3) of probe 2. Cofactor-dependent enzymes further investigated in this work are highlighted in red. (E) Extracted MS1 chromatograms and corresponding heavy/light ratios (enrichment and competition) for representative tryptic peptides of endogenous forms of high-reactivity targets. (F) Fraction of 2-labeled proteins from HEK293T and MDA-MB-231 cells found in DrugBank and (G) their known or predicted functional classes. (H) Heatmap showing relative protein enrichment and competition indices for targets known or predicted to harbor electron-deficient moieties. Targets are grouped based on their type of electron-deficient group, electrophilic (yellow) or oxidizing (red) cofactor. Structures for six diverse classes (Glox, FAD, Fe/2OG, Cys-Cu, heme-Fe, and Cys-NAD⁺) are shown (related to Figures S2−4).
implicated suggest that the hydrazine probes are promiscuous for the different enzyme classes, because they can readily donate electrons—one or two at a time—to either directly link the hydrazine-appended clickable alkyne to the protein via an N–N bridge (direct polar coupling of DPC) or to initiate a C–N–bond fragmentation of the probe that ultimately results in attachment of its clickable alkyne substituent directly to the enzyme via C–C coupling (oxidative fragmentation/coupling, OFC). Because all the events are directed at the electron-deficient functionality in the active sites that underpin the enzymes’ catalytic activities and are blocked by molecules that occupy their active sites, the probes have all the capabilities of classical ABPP probes but also an unprecedented versatility that begins to approach the single-probe holy grail that might be achievable in targeting this more sparsely populated hemisphere of the protein reactome.

RESULTS

Global Map of Hydrazine-Reactive Proteome. The initial application of the hydrazine probes was intended to identify polar electrophiles; however, hits that were preliminarily identified suggested the potential for prior oxidative activation. Indeed, the hydrazine-bearing antidepressant drug phenelzine had previously been shown to undergo O2-dependent radical chemistry to covalently inhibit its flavoenzyme target, monoamine oxidase (MAO). To increase the likelihood that we would fully capture both modes of reactivity, we generated a global map of the hydrazine-reactive proteome with both the original broadly targeting aryl probe and a chemically similar “clickable” alkylaryl hydrazine (probe 2) that has a bond dissociation energy (67 kcal/mol) less than that of phenylhydrazine (86 kcal/mol) and that more closely resembles the drug (alkylaryl hydrazine 3) (Figure 1a).

Gel-based proteomic profiles of 2 were generated by in situ treatment (0.5 h, 37 °C) of HEK293T and MDA-MB-231 cells, followed by coupling of probe-captured proteins to an azide-rhodamine (Rhn−N3) reporter tag using copper(I)-catalyzed azide–alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC and “click” chemistry) and visualization by SDS–PAGE with in-gel fluorescence scanning. Proteomic reactivity of 2 was both time- and dose-dependent, and labeling was blocked by pretreatment (15 min, 37 °C) with 3 (Figures S2–3). To identify and quantify protein targets of probe 2 in situ, 2-treated cells were fractionated, conjugated by CuACC chemistry to biotin-N3, enriched by adsorption to streptavidin resin, and analyzed by mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics (Figure 1b). To quantify high-reactivity targets, proteomes from isotopically labeled 2-treated cells (1 mM, 0.5 h) were ratiometrically compared against proteomes obtained by cells subjected to two types of control treatments. To assess enrichment, cells were treated with 3 under the same conditions as 2. To assess competition, cells were pretreated with a 10-fold excess (10 mM, 15 min) of 3 relative to 2. This latter experiment affords estimates from the purely ratiometric quantitation of both the relative abundance of a given target and how quantitatively it is captured by the probe. Protein ratios were calculated from median peptide ratios from at least three unique quantified peptides per protein per experiment. Average competition ratios were plotted against average enrichment ratios (n ≥ 6 biological replicates; Supplementary Data Set 1) for proteins quantified in both types of experiments (Figure 1c,d and Figure S4). Proteins that (i) were substantially enriched by the process of treatment with 2, coupling to biotin, and absorption on streptavidin resin (ratio ≥5) and (ii) were depleted by prior treatment with 3 (ratio ≥3) in the upper right quadrant were taken to be high-reactivity targets (30 total proteins from the soluble and membrane fractions of the HEK293T and MDA-MB-231 cell lines). Representative peptide ratios from enrichment and competition experiments for six targets are shown in Figure 1e. Meta-analysis of expanded 2-labeled proteins (enrichment ratio ≥5 or competition ratio ≥3) showed that, despite the facts that the competitor is an actual clinical drug and the probe is an analogue of one, the majority of targets are not found in the DrugBank (64%, Figure 1f). A large fraction of targets are known or predicted by genetics to have catalytic activity (Figure 1g, left). Many members of this subset are known or predicted oxidoreductases (right).

Capturing Enzymes across Multiple Functional Classes. As probe 2 (aryl) is structurally related to 1 (aryl), we aimed to understand how the target profiles compare and whether the hydrazine substituent confers selectivity. Profiles of two probes were aligned (Supplementary Data Set 2), and additional alignment of targets according to known or predicted cofactor usage (e.g., flavin, heme) or post-translational modification (PTM) generated an activity-based heatmap (Figure 1h). The two probes showed preference for SCRN3—an uncharacterized enzyme that previously provided the first example of a naturally occurring N-terminal glyoxyl (Glox) electrophile. Probe 1 targeted enzymes with functional electrophilic species such as pyruvyl (Pyd), formylglycyl (Fgly), or succinimide (Succ), whereas 1 and 2 targeted only partly overlapping sets of enzymes in other functional classes, including those defined by the use of oxidizing cofactors such as FAD, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (phosphate) [NAD(P)], iron (Fe), or copper (Cu). Probe 2 selectively targets MAOA and MAOB, consistent with its covalent capture of covalently bound FAD according to the known molecular mechanism of action of the phenelzine drug (3).

The data illuminate the potential for hydrazine to serve as a general covalent modifier (and inhibitor) of enzyme targets well beyond MAO and even the flavoenzyme family. Notably, other flavoenzymes with noncovalently bound FAD cofactors [e.g., lysine-specific histone demethylase 1A (LSD1) and ribosylhydri-dronicotinamide dehydrogenase [guanine] (NQO2)] are also high-reactivity targets of 2, implying that it can directly covalently couple to the enzymes themselves in addition to the FAD cofactor. Iron(II)- and 2-oxoglutarate-dependent (Fe/2OG) enzymes—including nucleic acid dioxygenase (ALKBH1) and fat mass and obesity-associated dioxygenase (FTO), the O2-dependent RNA demethylases that are critical for an array of cellular processes and disease states, including central nervous system (CNS) function, obesity, and cancer—were also identified as specific probe targets, with 1 being more selective than 2 toward these enzymes. To the best of our knowledge, these data are the first to show targeting of an Fe/2OG enzyme with a covalent inactivator. In addition, NAD+-dependent aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH2) was a moderately selective target of probe 2; however, covalent inhibition of alcohol metabolism enzymes by hydrazine has not previously been reported. Cu-dependent cytochrome c oxidase copper chaperone (COX17) showed selectivity toward probe 2 over 1, suggesting a possible utility of the probes to monitor copper homeostasis and the redox state, of which both are known to be disrupted in disease states.

Activity-Based Probes for Various Unexpected Classes of Enzymes. We next determined whether the broad reactivity of the hydrazine probes toward such diverse enzyme targets
enzymes were visualized by Western blot (related to Figures S5).

In addition, substitution of residues that coordinate the iron cofactor (Figures 1h and 2b), and their labeling was abolished by inhibition of (C) 1-LSD1-labeling with covalent inhibitors phenelzine (3), bicine (4), and GSK2879552 (5); (D) 1-FTO- and -ALKBH1-labeling with iron chelators [1,4-DPCA (6) and deferiprone (7)] and noncovalent inhibitors [DMOG (8) and meclofenamate (9)]; (E) 2-ALDH2 labeling with disulfiram (10); (F) 2-COX17 labeling with hydralazine, a hydrazine-containing vasodilator (11). Expression profiles of overexpressed wild-type enzymes were visualized by Western blot (related to Figures S5–7).

remains active-site-directed and dependent on functional state, which are the two crucial traits that have made classical ABPP probes such useful tools for inhibitor and drug discovery. These features were investigated by gel-based profiling of enzymes from six diverse structural and mechanistic classes that were robustly targeted by hydrazines: (i) covalently bound FAD-dependent monoaminergic amine oxidase A (MAOA) as a control, (ii) noncovalent flavoenzymes (epigentic eraser LSD1 and detoxifying quinine reductase NQO2), (iii) RNA demethylases FTO and ALKBH1, (iv) alcohol-metabolizing ALDH2, (v) the Cu-binding protein COX17, and (vi) home-binding prostaglandin E synthase 2 (PTGES2). Overexpressed wild-type proteins from probe-treated HEK293T cells retained the hydrazine reactivity and probe preference observed by proteomics analysis of their endogenous forms (Figure 2a,b). In all cases, labeling was abolished by substitution of active site residues known to be essential for activity and/or productive cofactor binding. These observations confirm that capture by the probes requires the enzymes to be in an active, functional state (Figure 2a,b).

FTO and ALKBH1 are selective targets of 1 but not 2 (Figures 1h and 2b), and their labeling was abolished by substitution of residues that coordinate the iron cofactor (His231, His307, and Asp233) or make key contacts with the 2OG cosubstrate (Arg316)28,29 (Figure 2b). In addition, pretreating FTO- and ALKBH1-overexpressing HEK293T cells with the prolyl hydroxylase domain (PHD) inhibitor 1,4-DPCA (6), which is an iron chelator known for its anticancer and regenerative activities,35 iron chelator deferiprone (7), or the 2OG analogue, dimethoxyxylglycine (DMOG, 8), all efficiently blocked probe labeling in a dose-dependent manner. Meclofenamate (9), a nonsteroidal, anti-inflammatory (NSAID) drug known to inhibit FTO,32 also blocked probe labeling, and the dependence of signal abrogation on inhibitor concentration was consistent with the reported IC50 for binding of the drug (Figure 2d). The results suggest that, in cells, the labeling events are both active-site-directed and dependent on the presence of the cofactor. Likewise, probe labeling of LSD1 was inhibited dose-dependently by known inhibitors phenelzine (3),33 bicine (4), and GSK2879552 (5). As a cyclopropylamine-containing LSD1 inhibitor with anticancer activity, 5 blocked probe labeling with an IC50 that is comparable to the published Kd for its target34,35 (Figure 2c). Consistent with a hydrazine-dependent probe-labeling reaction, we report for the first time that hydralazine (11), an FDA-approved vasodilator that also bears a hydrazine group, blocks probe labeling of COX17 in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 2f), by unknown mechanism(s) possibly related to metal regulation.36 The probe labeling of ALDH2 was blocked by pretreatment with disulfiram (10), an antialcoholism drug that covalently modifies the catalytic cysteine of ALDH2 (Figure 2e). Although the established targets of phenelzine, MAOA, and ALDH2 are closely related metabolic enzymes in the mitochondria, prior blockade of probe labeling of MAOA by 10 showed no effect on labeling of ALDH2 (Figure S7), suggesting that targeting of ALDH2 was independent from that of MAOA. Probe blocking by other covalent and noncovalent inhibitors and associated IC50 plots are shown in Figures S5–7 and Table S3. Notably,

---

**Figure 2.** Covalent labeling is dependent on functional state and blocked by active-site-directed inhibitors. (A) 2-labeling of wild-type MAOA, LSD1, NQO2, ALDH2, and COX17 but not catalytically inactive variants. Probe labeling (upper) and expression profiles (lower) for probe-treated cells overexpressing the indicated protein target or inactive variant thereof. Transfection with the appropriate empty expression vector (“mock”) is used as a control. Molecular weights are indicated. (B) 1- vs 2-labeling of wild-type FTO and ALKBH1 but not catalytically inactive variants. Dose-dependent inhibition of (C) 1-LSD1-labeling with covalent inhibitors phenelzine (3), bicine (4), and GSK2879552 (5); (D) 1-FTO- and -ALKBH1-labeling with iron chelators [1,4-DPCA (6) and deferiprone (7)] and noncovalent inhibitors [DMOG (8) and meclofenamate (9)]; (E) 2-ALDH2 labeling with disulfiram (10); (F) 2-COX17 labeling with hydralazine, a hydrazine-containing vasodilator (11). Expression profiles of overexpressed wild-type enzymes were visualized by Western blot (related to Figures S5–7).
pretreatment with 5 selectively inhibited probe labeling of LSD1 but did not affect that of FTO, demonstrating that the selectivity of a specific inhibitor for an individual member can be assessed across multiple enzyme families by the probe.

Mapping Sites and Mechanisms of Covalent Inactivation by Substituted Hydrazines in Living Cells. Phenelzine and related monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs) covalently target N5 of the FAD cofactor.\(^\text{14}\) By the same mechanism, related small molecules can also inhibit other enzymes with noncovalent FAD cofactors (e.g., NQO2\(^\text{17}\) and LSD1\(^\text{18}\)). Reaction of 2 by the analogous mechanism (Figure 3a, upper) would not, in our experiments, lead to enrichment of an enzyme bearing a noncovalently bound flavin, because covalency with the protein is required for retention on the resin and detection by SDS-PAGE. Nevertheless, formation of reactive radicals, first on the nitrogen of the hydrazine moiety and, subsequently, by radical elimination of N2 on carbon (\(\text{R} \cdot \text{N} - \text{R}^\text{R}^\text{13}\)). Probe-labeled peptides are observed as isotopic pairs due to incorporation of natural abundance (light) or \(^{13}\text{C}^{15}\text{N}\) (heavy) \(l\)-valine into the portion of the tag that is retained. Peptides and sites modified in human NQO2 (PDB: IQR2) and LSD1 (PDB: 2HKO) are highlighted (right) (related to Figures S8–13).

We observed that only probe 1 (not 2) targeted FTO and ALKBH1 (Figures 1h and 2b). This probe selectivity contrasts with the behavior of the FAD-harboring enzymes and suggests a distinct mechanism of probe capture for the Fe/2OG enzymes. It also establishes that relatively subtle details of structure can tune probes to be either more promiscuous or more selective with respect to different functional classes. Here, iron-hydrazine coordination may be an initial step, as hydrazide- and hydroxylamine-containing compounds have been shown to inhibit FTO\(^\text{14}\) by binding noncovalently to the iron center. However, to our knowledge, hydrazine reactivity leading to covalent enzyme modification has not yet been reported for a member of the Fe/2OG enzyme class. To define the mode of reactivity (DPC or OFC, Figure 1a), we used \(^{15}\text{N}\)-isotopologues of 1 to capture FTO from overexpressing HEK293T cells (Figure 4a). SCR3N was used as a control for DPC (Figures 4b and S14). Peptide pairs from both data sets were filtered according to retention time, parent mass, MS1 intensity, and sample specificity (Supplementary Data Set 3). This analysis yielded only \(^{15}\text{N}\)-insensitive pairs (three) from the FTO data set, suggesting a loss of at least the terminal nitrogen atom from the probe during coupling to the Fe/2OG enzyme (Figure S15). Next, the experimental MS2 spectra of the most abundant pair...
were searched against theoretical MS2 spectra for all possible peptide assignments of FTO. Using this approach, the predominant site of probe capture could be unambiguously assigned to His231 (Figures 4c,d and S15–16), one of the three cofactor ligands. The mass of the peptide and corresponding 15N-insensitivity are consistent with the OFC mechanism.
(Figure 1a) that involves enzyme activation of the probe in a radical manifold that results in arylation of the side chain with loss of N2 (Figure 4e). As can be seen from the crystal structure of FTO with a bound nucleic acid substrate, His arylation should almost certainly disrupt binding of the substrate, 2OG cosubstrate, and/or the iron cofactor (Figure 4f). The covalent labeling of ALKBH1 at iron ligand His231 was also observed (Figures 4g and S17). The data show that hydrazines define a new class of mechanism-based inactivators for Fe/2OG enzymes. In addition, we identified 13 other members of the Fe/2OG family belonging to separate sequence clades and functional classes as high-reactivity probe targets (Figures 1h and S13), suggesting that the labeling mechanism is likely to be general.

ALDH2, the second enzyme to metabolize alcohol, primarily catalyzes the NAD+-dependent oxidation of aldehydes to generate the corresponding carboxylic acids, and it is also known to form covalent adducts when presented with noncanonical substrates or inhibitors.15,42,43 However, covalent inhibition of alcohol metabolism enzymes by hydrazines has not previously been reported. To elucidate the basis for probe labeling of ALDH2 by hydrazines, we applied the same method used for the flavoenzymes above. Processed proteomes from 2- treated ALDH2-transfected HEK293T cells were analyzed by LC−MS/MS. The data revealed a 2-labeled peptide at the catalytic cysteine residue (Cys319) with a loss of N2H4 (Figure 5a,b). Labeling of ALDH2 by isotopic probes (2 or 15N2) yielded the same MS1 isotopic envelopes of the modified peptide (Figure 5c), suggesting a structural transformation of the probe that involved the loss of the hydrazine group (Figure S18). Modification of the catalytic cysteine suggests either direct reaction with organohydrazines or an activated derivative thereof, consistent with the diminished labeling in C-to-A variant proteins (Figure 2a) and mechanism-based inactivation of ALDH2 by Cys alkylation in the literature.15,42,43 As administration of phenelzine is known to exacerbate the toxicity of alcohol consumption in patients, our results on ALDH2 may provide a potential inhibition mechanism to explain this clinically observed drug–food interaction. Phylogenetic analysis of the family shows that 9 out of 19 ALDH isozymes are hydrazine targets (Figure S13), suggesting that the covalent inhibition of ALDH2 activity may also explain the labeling mechanisms of other NAD+-dependent enzymes.

Figure 5. Covalent modification of active site cysteine residues in ALDH2, COX17, and PTGES2. Schematic for enzyme activation of hydrazine probes and subsequent alkylation of catalytic and cofactor-binding cysteine residues in (A) ALDH2, (D) COX17, and (G) PTGES2, respectively. Probe-labeled peptides and sites of modification mapped onto (B) ALDH2 bound to NAD+ (yellow), (E) COX17 bound to copper (blue), and (H) PTGES2 bound to heme iron (yellow) crystal structures. The identity of the probe-labeled peptides (aa 290–324, 18–30, and 109–115, respectively) and sites (C319, C23, and C110, respectively) are shown in green and magenta, respectively (left). Extracted MS1 ion chromatograms of coeluting heavy- and light-tagged peptides are shown in blue and red, respectively. Modified peptides are highlighted in the human ALDH2 (PDB: 1O01, human), COX17 (PDB: 6IMC, human), and PTGES2 (PDB: 2PBJ, monkey) active site structures (right). Comparison of MS1 isotopic envelopes of cysteine-labeled peptide pairs isolated from (C) ALDH2-, (F) COX17-, and (I) PTGES2-transfected cells treated with 2 (or 1) versus 15N2-2 (or 15N-1) (related to Figures S18, S19, and S22).
cysteines showed significantly decreased probe labeling activity, whereas the C23,24A double-variant lost activity completely, suggesting that probe reactivity is dependent on the functional state of the Cu-binding site (Figure 2a). In addition, COX17 labeling was not effectively blocked by thiol-alkylating electrophiles, as high concentrations of iodoacetamide (100–200 μM) only partially reduced probe labeling in living cells and lysates (Figure S20). The modest reactivity of these cysteines is consistent with that of metal-bound thiolates reported in the literature,6,38,44 and suggests that the probes are specific for the Cu-bound form. Similar to ALDH2, COX17 yielded a 2-labeled peptide at Cys23 with a net loss of N2H4 (Figures 5d, e and S19). Isotopic probes (2 and 15N2-2) showed the same MS1 envelopes (Figure 5f), confirming the loss of hydrazine by the OFC reaction manifold (Figure 1a). Cys23 and Cys24 both ligate the Cu ion in human COX17; however, our data showed a preference for Cys23 as the labeled site. As covalent modification of Cys23 would significantly disrupt Cu binding (Figure 5e), hydrazines may serve as a tool for evaluating copper homeostasis in cells.

Heme enzymes, known to react with hydrazine and form alkylated heme products,45,46 represent an additional class of highly reactive targets of the hydrazine probes (Figure 1b). Three targets including full-length and truncated prostaglandin E synthase 2 (PTGES2), holocytochrome c-type synthase (HCCS), and heme oxygenase 2 (HMOX2) were covalently labeled by the hydrazine probes (Figure S21), suggesting that alkylation of protein side chains may have occurred in addition to alkylation of the heme cofactor. Probes 1 and 2 displayed comparable labeling reactivities with PTGES2 and HMOX2; however, 1 and 2 selectively labeled truncated PTGES2 and HCCS, respectively (Figure S21). In our effort to resolve the labeling site in truncated PTGES2, we identified 1-labeled Cys110 with a loss of hydrazine (Figures 5g, h and S22). The OFC reaction mode was confirmed by the use of isotopic probes (1 and 15N-1), yielding the same MS1 isotopic envelopes for the modified peptide (Figure 5i). Cys110 is a critical residue in PTGES2, as the C110S mutation has been shown to abolish catalytic activity.47,48 As such, covalent modification of this residue by the hydrazine probe would also be expected to disrupt the active site and result in a loss of catalytic activity (Figure 5h). As the labeling mechanism of PTGES2 is expected to be conserved for other heme targets, our data may suggest an effective avenue for covalent targeting of heme-dependent enzymes.

In addition to enzymes with elucidated sites of probe labeling, other functional classes of proteins are covalently reactive toward the hydrazine probe in human cells (Supplementary Data Sets 1 and 2 and Figure 1h). For example, 2-aminoethanolidoxigenase (ADO), known or predicted to require Fe, showed reactivity and covalent bond formation with hydrazine (Figure 1h). Representative peptide ratios from enrichment and competition experiments and covalent labeling by probes 1 and 2 of wild-type proteins overexpressed in HEK293T cells are shown in Figure S23. Although the labeling sites and mechanisms of many targets have yet to be elucidated, we expect that at least a subset of these will form in a cofactor-dependent and active-site-directed manner, consistent with the above-mentioned classes of enzymes. Currently, there are no inhibitors available for most of these cofactor-dependent enzymes, and their physiological functions are incompletely understood. Further investigation of modified sites and reactivities could potentially uncover probe-labeling mechanisms that define new enzymatic activities, and, importantly, convert small molecule leads into inhibitor/drug candidates that selectively modulate, covalently or noncovalently, enzymes from remarkably diverse functional classes.

**DISCUSSION**

We have shown here that hydrazine probes modify different classes of enzymes that share only the property of functional electron deficiency (Figure 1). The probes are mechanism-based and active-site-directed, and they report on the occupancy of active sites by specific binders. These features are the basis for ABPP and its capacity to discover enzymes, inhibitors, and drugs.1–3 The results show that ABPP probes can dispense with not only the specific molecular recognition by an enzyme active site but also the chemical selectivity that has characterized electrophilic ABPP probes for functional nucleophiles, by far the predominant use of the method to date. As such, this work represents a step toward the ultimate objective of a single probe that tags enzymes on the basis of a conserved trait associated with catalytic function.

As our ABPP approach for evaluating cofactor-dependent enzyme biochemistry may facilitate new areas of therapeutic development, we assessed the utility of hydrazine probes to identify and evaluate specific inhibitors in living cells and independent of substrates (Figures 2 and S5). A set of 13 commercially available inhibitors and drugs were screened for their ability to block probe labeling of at least one of eight total enzyme targets found in six distinct cofactor classes. The data demonstrate that the probes can both identify unknown targets of these inhibitors and measure their potency and selectivity across the hydrazine-sensitive proteome. Inhibitors operating by a variety of mechanisms can be evaluated, as covalent (both reversible and irreversible) modifiers and noncovalent binders could be quantified. The hydrazine probes themselves may also represent their own starting points to explore both DPC and OFC reaction manifolds (Figure 1a) for their ability to be made more selective, either for reaction type, cofactor class, or potentially even individual members within a given enzyme family. Following the many successful examples of amino-acid-targeting enzyme inhibitors, the next phase will be to elaborate and tune hydrazines for specific cofactor classes and reaction modes to explore whether diversified nucleophiles have the same capacity as electrophiles to serve as potent and selective inhibitors of cofactor-dependent enzymes.

This approach may be particularly useful for evaluating inhibitors for Fe/2OG enzymes, as they are a large and diverse enzyme class that has not been well targeted for drug therapies.12,23,24 Most known inhibitors target the 2OG binding site or chelate the iron cofactor.12,49 As both design strategies disrupt catalytic features conserved across the family, they are poorly selective and not specific for the active state. Here, probe labeling occurs by covalent inactivation in an iron-, 2OG-, and likely O2-dependent manner and is blocked by inhibitors occupying active sites with high selectivity for their primary substrates (Figure 4). Therefore, organohydrinases represent an entrance into probing for molecules that block such functional hotspots expected to be more amenable to the development of selective inhibitors. Overall, we expect hydrazine probes to retain all the capabilities of classical ABPP probes, including the discovery of inhibitors and new mechanisms of action.

Hydrazine drugs like phenelzine have long been regarded as poor drugs, owing to their chemical promiscuity, which caused unwanted side effects in patients. However, in all cases we
investigated to date, target promiscuity is active-site-directed and mechanism-based. Such versatility of hydrazine-containing drugs may indicate their potential to be repurposed and/or optimized for the treatment of other CNS diseases. Indeed, phenelzine is known to have antiaddictive effects, and MAOIs have reported efficacy for fibromyalgia, pain, bipolar disorder, Parkinson’s disease, and multiple-system atrophy. Taken together, these facts indicate that MAOIs and their targets have druggable potential for a broad spectrum of brain diseases. Guided by the principles of ABPP, organohydrazines may serve as a broadly useful pharmacophore to explore target-phenotype relationships.
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